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Abstract. Cosmic ray air shower structure measurements and measurement of density 
and energy of air shower muons of a wide energy range simultaneously in individual air 
showers by two magnet spectrographs (MDM -500 GeV c-1) are presented. The 
measured muon densities have been used to compare with some of the previous 
measurement~ on muon densities in air showers of nearly the same size. The measmed 
muon densities have also been applied for distinguishing between various interaction 
models and between light and heavier air shower primaries. In the air shower size range 
104-106 particles the present measurements do not provide evidence for iron primaries 
and the different interaction models seem not to be distinguishable by air shower 
observation. ' 

1. Introduction 

The direct observations on primary cosmic rays below 1012 eV have revealed the 
mass and energy spectra of individual primary nuclei. In the energy range . 
1012-1014 eV and in the higher energy region many attempts have been made to gain 
such information from indirect observations on exten!!ive ·air showers ( EAS) initiated 
by high-energy nuclei. This method is based on the idea that the sensitivity of the 
various characteristics of some of the EAS components (e.g. hadrons, muons, 
Cerenkov light) to mass of the primary parent nucleus and to high-energy nuclear 
interaction processes (which have been put in the form of different models) is 
different and distinguishable in observation. There have been continuing efforts 
(e.g. Naranan et a/1973, Kellermann and Hillas 1981, Blake et a/1990) over the last 
two decades or so to obtain information on the mass composition and the energy . 
spectra of primary nuclei from suchEAS studies as: (a) the variation and fluctuation 
of ·total number of muons with the size of the air showers, (b) 'the energy spectra 
and lateral distributions of both low- and high-energy muons in air showers, (c) 
later.¥ distribution of high-energy hadrons in air showers, (d) the time spectra of 
hadrpns in air showers. The sensitivity of the total number of high-energy hadrons in 
air showers to the multiparticle production models has been found to be better than 
that of high energy muons to the interaction models (Kellermann and Hillas 1981)'. 
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In the present experiment, observations on the variation of total number of 
· muons with the air shower size and energy spectra and lateral distribution of muons 
in the shower size range 104-106 have been made to infer results on the primary 
mass composition at primary energy around 1014 e V. There exists at the moment 
considerable disagreement (Tonwar 1981, Acharya et al 1983) about the relative 
abundance of the iron group of nuclei at 1014 e V or above and the present 
investigation with provision' for differential measurement ·of both low- and high
energy muons simultaneously by using two shielded magnet spectrographs is 
considered to have potential with regard to measurements of muons in air showers. 

The charged particle components such as electrons, muons and hadrons in 
extensive air showers and their distributions in. energy and in space depend both on 
the high-energy nuclear production mechanism and the nuclear mass of the primary 
cosmic radiation. Calculations using the Monte Carlo simulation method for various 
models of very high energy multiparticle production and for specific mass composi
tion of the primar:y have been made extensively in the last decade (e.g. Boyadjian et 
a/1987, Fomin et a/1987, Wrotniak and Yodh 1985, Antonov et a/1983, Danilciva et 
al 1983). One of the main points of these calculations has ·been to examine the 
sensitivity of the air shower measurements to atomic mass of the primary and also to 
the assumed nuclear interaction models. We~ consider that an air shower experiment 
in which muons of different energies are measured simultaneously together with the 
size of the air shower is very useful to test the Monte Carlo simulation calculations. 
This paper describes the results of such an experiment and their analysis with the 
support of the available Monte Carlo calculations (e.g. Wrotniak and Yodh 1985, 
Antonov et a/1983) relevant to the experiment. 

2. Experiment 

The description of the North Bengal University (NBU) EAS ·array for observation of 
smaller air showers was given in a previous paper by Basak et al (1984). The set-up 
has been designed to detect the small air showers with a close-packed array (of 
spacing 7 m) using an array of 21 scintillation detectors each of size 50 em x 50 em, 
two shielded muon' magnet spectrographs (with a spacing of 4 m, maximum 
detectable momentum (MoM)- 500 GeV c-1, each of area 1m x 1m and cut off at 
an energy of 2.5 GeV) and a neon flash tube (NFT) chamber as a low-energy muon 
detector. Two spectrographs each with a lever arm of 6.3 m were set up pointing to 
the zenith to collect muons above 2.5 GeV in incident vertical air showers. With 
such a close-packed array, the determination of shower size . and other shower 
parameters has been more precise. 

The array of 21 close-packed plastic scintillation detectors covers an area of 
900m2 at .a site of atmospheric depth 1000 ~-cm-2 at the NBU Campus. The pulses 
from all the 21 scintillation detectors are digitized by an analogue-to-dig~tal 
converter one after the other and connected to the memory unit for storing the 
digital information and subsequent transfer to the printer for printing on a paper 
tape. The printed outputs give the inforJilation about the particle densities ori each· 
detector in an individual shower. 

Two magnetic spectrographs and the NFT chamber were operated under an EAS 

trigger which was also used for the photographic recording of the muon trajectories 
within a track location uncertainty of ±0.14 em. 
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3. Calculation of air shower size 

A standard chi-squared minimization procedure (Basak and Chaudhuri 1986) based 
on the method of steepest descent adopted in 1981 from the TIFR air shower program 
has been used to calculate EAS sizes and to simulate errors in the air shower 
parameters. An error analysis on an ensemble of showers selected randomly within 
the detection range of the NBU set-up led to error distributions with the following 
error estimates: 

(i) core location error is within ±1m, 
(ii) shower size error is ±0.1Ne, Ne being the actual size, 
(iii) shower age parameter is within ±0.06. ~-

The average lateral electron den$ity distributions for shower groups of small widths 
were then obtained and compkred with results from model calculations after 
normalization at the weighted m~an shower size. 

3.1. Estimation of muon density 

The average muon density in near vertical showers as a function of the radial 
coordinate from the shower core was estimated for each of various shower groups in 
the shower 'size range 104-106 particles using the average density defined as 

N,,(";:::;E,., Ne; r) 
p,,("~E,., Nc, r) = Nt(Ne, r)A' 

where N,. (";;:::;£,., Ne, r) is the total number of muons recorded in a particular 
distance interval (r) for a particular shower .size (Ne) in a certain period of time 
above a threshold energy (;;a.E,.), N1(Ne, r) represents the total number of showers of 
size Ne at the distance interval recorded at the same time and A' is the effective area 
of the muon detectors. 

In a particular shower group the muons· are divided into groups in tenns of 
chosen threshold energies (indicated as ;;;;.£,.) and then each group is:distributed into 
a number of bins in respect of radial distances from the shower core to determine· 
the average muon density as a function of radial distance and threshold energy. 

3.2. Estimation of muon momentum; muon distributions 

The method of calculation of the MDM of the NBU magnetic spectrographs and 
muon momentum in a homogeneous solid iron magnet of field B = 16.2 kG was 
described by Basak et al (1987). Some representative muon momentum -measure
ments (converted to muon energy) as a function of muon space position in a shower 
group are given in table 1. The muon energy spectrum has been determined from 
the experimental data for a shower of size Ne = 2.319 x 104 and can be represented 
by the relation 

N,.- E;cx~ 

The exponent (a,.) in the power-law relation of muon energy spectrum at 
different core distance ranges is given by fitting the observed data as follows. 

r(m) 0-7.5 7.5-15 15-30 30-60 60-120 
a,. 0.26 0.36 0.48 0:72 . 1.01 
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Table 1. Muon numb~r (N,.) for various space positions, r(m) in a shower·group of ten 
thousand showers of size N. = 2.319 x 104 as a function of muon energy (;a.E,.). 

Muon number (N,.) for r (m) within the range 
Muon energy 
E,, (GeV) 0-7.5 7.5-15 15-30 30-60 60-120 

2.50 34 77 74 73 68 
4.03 33 73 69 64 55 
6.80 32 67 61 55 45 

11.31 30 60· 55 48 34 
18.61 27 51 45 35 21· 
37.19 23 39 30 16 11 
72.85 15 26 18 9 2 

100.00 13 20 12 5 2 

It is seen that the values of exponent (a~') are lower in the lower core distance 
ranges than compared with higher core distance ranges. 

The estimated muon densities in various shower size groups are then distributed 
in various energy bins for constant radial positions and also in radial bins for various 
muon energy thresholds. The observed data on lateral distributions of muons shown 
in figures 1 to 4 are fitted to a relation of the form 

Figure 1. Observed lateral distribution of muons 
for shower size N. =3.34 X 105

: 0, E,. >2.5 GeV; 
e, E,.>l1.3GeV; ~. E,.>25.5GeV; e, E,.> 
53.7GeV. 

Figure 2. Observed lateral distribution of muons 
for shower size N. = 2.25 x·.105

: 0, .E,. > 2.5 GeV; 
e, E,.>11.3GeV; ~. E,.>25.5GeV; e, E,.> 
53.7GeV. 
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Figure 3. Observed lateral distribution of 
muons for the muon energy threshold 
E,. >25.5~ GeV: 0, Ne = 9.57 x lOS; e, 
Ne = 3.34 X lOS; ~. Ne = 8.93 X 104

; e, 
Nc=2.32X 1~. 
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Figure 4 •. Ob~erved lateral distribution of 
muons for the muon energy threshold 
E,.>.l80GeV: e, Ne=3.34xl0S; 6, 
Ne = 8.93 X 104

; 0, Ne = 2.32 X 104
• 

for each ~bower size group and muon energy threshold, where r0 is a constant for 
individual shower size group but decreases from 80.92 to 66.6 for the shower size 
range 104-106

• The exponent a, nearly independent of shower size, has values in the 
range 0.26-1.22 for muon energy threshold in the range 2.5-200 GeV. The errors 
indicated on the data points are the Poissonian errors (standard deviation) only. The 
dependence of muon energy on shower size has been examined at two t~reshold 
energies by assuming a relation of the form given by 

p,..("~E,.., r)- N~(E,.,r>. ~· 

The fit to the data used has yielded the e]!:ponent (/3) values shown in table 2. 
The values of the exponent ({3) obtained by fitting tlie observed" data are in . 
agreement with the results of Fomin eta/ (1987). The .exponent (/3) indicates that it · 
is a slowly decreasing function of threshold energies and muon trajectory position 
from the shower core. 

Table 2. Values of exponent (fJ) at different distance ranges. 

Muon energy (E,J > 10 GeV Muon energy (E,.) > 100 GeV 
Distance from 
shower corer (m) Present expt MSU expt Prese~t expt MSU expt 

0-16 
16-32 
32-64 
64-12.0 

0.704 
0.717 
0.681 

"0.669 

0.74 
0.13 
0.72 
0.70' 

0.657 
0.682 

0.70 
0.65 
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3. 3. The interrelationship between shower size and muon size 

The total number of muons above the threshold energy E" in a shower of size Ne 
was obtained with air shower array of circular symmetry by using · 

Np(~ Ep ~ Ne) = L~ PP c~ Ep' r' Ne)2Jrr dr 
0 . . . 

where Pp(~E", r, Ne} is the density of inuons with threshold energy ~E,. in a 
shower of size Ne at a.~oint r in a shower axis. 

The estimated muon sizes in various shower size groups hav~ been related 
through an equation of the form 

N,.(~E,.) = A(Ne/104)Y•. 

They" value for muon energy in the range 2.5...:.200 GeV is 0.71 ± 0.03. The value of 
the exponent y11 reported by Fomin et al (1987) was lower than the value quoted 
(y,. =0.78±0.03) by Vashkevich et al (1988). However the actual data points of 
Vashkevich et al (1988) shown in figure 9 agree very well when compared with the 
same shower sizes. The present resul~s on muqp,size against shower size along with 
the calculated results of Antonov et a,l (1983) are compared in figures 5 and 6. The 

~~~----~--~~~--~--~~ 
1cj4 105 I 106 I 

' Figure 5. Observed . muon-size (N,.) depend~nce 
on shower-size (Ne): 0, E,. > 2.5 GeV; (), E~ > . 
25.6 GeV; e, E,, > 53.5 GeV; 'ii), E,, > 100 GeV; 
e, E,. > 180GeV. . 

Figure 6. Comparison of the variation of muon 
size -(N,.) with shower size (Ne) for muon energy 
threshold E1, >to GeV: 0, present experiment; 
- · -, a fitted line to the experimental data of the 
MosC:ow group (Khristiansen et al 1977); ---, 
calculated results of Antonov et.al (1983). 
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Figure 7. Comparison of observed and•·predicted shower size N. and muon size N,. for 
E,. >2.5GeV. b., M-FOO, X-F-y()(), (Wrotniak and Yodh 1985); 0, present experiment. 

comparison also includes the earlier integral measurements of the Moscow group · 
(Khristiansen et al 1977) which is based on the pure proton composition of the 
primary cosmic radiation. We see in figure 6 that our experimental ·results on N,. 
obtained from differential measurements of EAS muons by a magnetic spectrograph 
for E,. > 10 Ge V are in close agreement with the calculated results of Antonov et al 
based on the proton composition of the primary whereas the results of the Moscow 
measurements of EAS muons by an underground detector consisting of GM counters 
located at 40MWE depth differ in the shower size range 10S-106 by a factor of more 
than 30%. 

The variation of shower size (Ne) and muon size (N,.) forE,.> 2.5 GeV observed 
experimentally are compared with the Monte Carlo simulation results according to 
their (Wrotniak and Yodh 1985) nuclear interac~ion model M-p(){) and F-YOO in figure 
7. Calculation under F-YOO assumes energy independent hadron inelastic interaction 
mean free path and inclusive cross section. M:-FOO calculation at higher energies 
assumes energy-dependent interaction parameters. R-F01 calculation is similar to 
M-F01 (adding a possibility of charge exchange to M-p(){)) but incl11des a faster rise in 
the cross section. · 

4. Comparison with other data from d.Uferential muon measurements and 
discussion 

The previous EAS muon experiments since the sixties include the differential EAS 

muon energy measurements by the Haverah Park group (Earnshaw et al 1968), the 
Kiel group (Burger et al 1975), the Durham group (Rada et al 1979), the Moscow 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the lateral distribution of muons in the shower-size range 
(2-4) x 104

: ~, present experiment (E,. :> 180 GeV); --, results of Rao (1981) after 
correcting for shower size and muon energy thres~old; for the shower size Ne = 106

: /:,., 

present experiment (E,. > 180 GeV); e, experimental results of Atrash~evich et al 
(1983) (E,. >200GeV). 

group (Vashkevich et a/1988) and the integral EAS muon measurement underground 
by the TIFR group (Acharya et a/1985). 

The data from the works of the various groups are plotted in figures 7 to 11 
together with some representative data of the present experiment. The exponent 
(y,.) in the relation N,.- N~p obtained by fitting the observe,d data is found to be 
0.71 ± 0.03 for E,.- 2.5-200 GeV and is compared in figure 9 with the Moscow 
group precision results (Y"l!-SQ~eyi~h~t.a/1988)_)_v~ere y,. =:=0.78±0.03.for E,. -50-
200 GeV. Thus we see that our experimental results on N,.- N~P dependence are in 
good agreement with the experimental results of the Moscow group. 

For 2.5 Ge V muons in air showers in the size range 8 x 103 - 5 x 1Cf, the present 
measurements follow the predictions of the models M-FOO and F-YOO of Wrotniak and 
Yodh (1985) as shown in figure 7. M-FOO predictions for proton primaries are closer 
to observations (figure 9) up to a shower size of 3 x 105

• In showers above this size, 
the measured N,. in the TIFR experiment is much lower following the M-FOO proton 
predictions of Wrotniak and Yodh (1985). It is also shown in figure 9 that F-YOO 
predictions for iron primaries at the high energy (shower size above 106

) appear to 
agree with the measured N,. in the present and Moscow 'experiments. The 
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Figure 9. Comparison o~ the variation of muon size (N,.) with shower size (N0 ): D, 
Experimental results of Acharya et al 1985 (E,. > 220 GeV). Experimental results of 
Vashkevich et al (1988) (E,. > 200 GeV): .& , 0-32 m, 0, 0-64 m; simulation calculation 
of Wrotniak and Yodh (1985) (E,. >200 GeV): !::,, proton primary; e, iron primary 
(Model F-y()()); 'f, proton primary; ~. i~on prjmary (Model_ M-FOO); .e. proton primary 
(Model R-F01); X, present experiment (E1, > 200 GeV)'. ' 
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Figure 10. Comparison of lateral distribution of mu
ons for Ne -106 and E,. >200"GeV in EAS: !::,, Vash
kevich et al 1988; e, Rada et al (1979), 0, present 
experiment. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of muon energy spectra with 
other experimental and theoretical results at a core 
distance of 100m. All the data are normalized to a 
shower·'c;{ size N. -3 x 106

: Experimental results: .l, 
Earnshaw· et al (1968); e, Burger et al (1975); 0, 
Vashkevich et al (1988); 0, present experiment; x, 
simulation calculation of Dixon et al (1974). 

calculations of N,. by 'wrotniak and Yodh (1985) are for shower groups of fixed 
primary energies and hence do not take into account the effect of the steep primary 
spectrum in the N,.. calculations if done for showers selected from such a spectrum. 

The method of detection of muons. by using magnet spectrographs in the present 
experiment is similar ~o that applied in the Moscow experiment. The TIFR work 
uses a surface array of detectors ·and muon detectors in an undergr~und, mine of 
depth of 270 m corresponding to a threshold muon energy of 220 Ge V at the 
surface. The showers were selected by taking coincidences between the surface array 
and the un~erground muon detectors. There was no problem arising from triggering 
a shower. in coincidence with a shower muon in. the magnet spectrograph 
measurements of high energy muons. 

In figure 8 we have also comp-ared our results on lateral distribution of muons 
with the experimental results of Atrashkevich· et al (1983) for E1, > 200 GeV and 
shower size (Ne)-106 a11d of the TIFR group (Rao 1981) for the shower size range 
(2-4) X 104 after correcting the results of TIFR data for diff~rences in the threshold. 
energy of muons (E,. > 180 GeV) and the shower sizes at sea level. Our results show 
a good agreeptent with that of Atrashkevich et,al (1983). The experimental results 
on the lateral distribu~ion of muons for showers . .of size Ne -106 and E,. > 200·GeV 
are in good agreemen( with the experimental results obtained by the Moscow group 
and the Durham group (shown in figure 10) using muon magnet spectrographs for 
c;:ore distances up to 50 m. The expenmental dat.a cannot distinguish between the 
two. models M-FOO and F-YOO used in the present work. In an earlier Haverah Park 
work (Earnshaw et a/1968) the muon momenta (1-100 GeV c- 1

) in air showers in 
the size range 105-108 particles were measured by a solid iron magnet spectrograph 
and the .present experiPt.ental results in the same momentum range on normalization 
to a showe~ of size -.3 x 106 particles using N,..- N/,·71 are found to be consistent 
(figure 11) with the experimental data of .the Moscow group, the Haverah Park 
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group and the Kiel group on the EAS muon spectrum and with the simulation 
calculation of Dixon et al (1974) for showers initiated by cosmic ray proton primary 
nuclei in air showers. Recent Nottingham work (Blake et a/1990) on time dispersion 
of muons in EAS has found no evidence for heavy primaries. 

The present analysis leads to the conclusion that the air shower observations at 
sea level and mounttlin altitudes by smaller air shower arrays can be interpreted in 
terms of proton primaries· of cosmic rays. The larger air shower array detecting 
showers of size above 106 with good statistics can possibly disti~guish between 
proton and heavy primary showers in terms of an appropriate high-energy nuclear 
interaction model. 
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·A SEARCH FOR ·ANISOTROPY IN THE ARRIVAL DIRECTION 
OF EAS BY COSMIC.RAYS FROM DISCRETE SOURCES 

C. Chakrabarti, . ··i). Chanda·i G. Saba, 
A .. Bhadra, S. Sanyal. R. Chettri, 

B:Ghosh and N.Chaudhuri 

/>;. Mukherjee, 
S. K. Sarkar, 

High Energy &. Cosmic_Ray Centre 
North Bengal University (NBU} 
Darj~eling 734430, INDIA 

··ABSTRACT 
. The NBU Cosmic Ray Telescope consisting of 
an EAS array of scintillation detectors and 
two magnet spect.r0ftr8.phs has· b.een operated 
in ·a search, tor any ardaot.ropy in the 
directions of arrival of EAS events. The 
shower arrival directions ~re determined by 
fitti.ng the measured shower particle arriv
al times. Initial reoults on dir;tribution 
of. events in :declination and right ascensi
on are given. 

·Introduction: A cosmic ray air shower telescope 
hag peen installed at ~new location (latitude 
26 42 · N, longitude 88°2rE> to. look for any 
anisotropy· . in .. ~ the· directional intensiy~ Ys 
primarylcosmic rays in the' energy range 10 -10 
eV. The set up consisting of plastic ocintil1ati
on detectors for electrons, two shielded masnet 
spectrographs for' muoi'Js and eight fast timing 
ocintillation .detectors for shower ·particles 
arrival · time measurements: has been in operation 
for some time now. Preliminary results from the 
measurements of .shower arrival directions are 
pr~sented in this report. 

Method of enal7Sis : Some 13 thousands EAS events 
have -been registered by the·EAS array so .far. For 
each .event the shower parameters : the shower 

, size <Nel. the s.hower ase (S) and th~ shower core 
location (XQ, Y0 ) have been determined using a 
fitting funotio'n to· fit the measured electror• 
density data b~ an iterative procedure for 
·minimizing . chi:Square ; using gradient search 
method. The .analysis on: a4 ~elegtr:l group of 

·showers in·the slze range 10 · -10 · has led to 
. ' 

.... 



the following error estimates: 
{i) core location error is within ±1m, 
(ii) shower size error is !0.1 N6 , 
{iii) age parameter error is within ±0.06. 

The arrival direction of the shower 
is determined fron the measured relative arrival 
time delay data by mipimizing the quantity, 

·y} =. wi [b~i + tnYi + nzi + c(ti-to)] 2 , 
where ti is the actual time measur~ by 

the i th detector' wi: is the statistical weight. 
factor, c is the velocity of the EAS front which 
passes thr~ugh the o~igin at t~ and 1, m, n are 
the direction cosine~ of, arrival. 

From .the best fitted.values of direction 
cosines the direction of arri\ral of -each- EAS 
event has been determined in local coordinate 
system {zenith angle, azimuth ar1gle). Finally the 
EAS arrival direction angles aro transformed :into 
right ascension { o< ) and declination { 5 ) . The 
resolution of the EAS array hai;; been determined 
by the divided array method using tho~e events in 
which all the timing detectors yielded 
information about the arrival time of the EAS 
front. The systematic and statistical uncertaint
ies in the measurement of arrival direction have 
been determined and taken into account in the 
analysis. The esti~ated resolutions are 1.1~ in 
declination and 1.6 in right ascension. · 

Results : Preliminary results from a smal-l sample 
of shower arrival time data are given. The 
measured data on resolution of the EAS array are 
given in figures 1 and 2. Tbe distribution of all 
the EAS events in declination {o) is given in 
figure 3. The obgerved decl ir1ation rasge is 
within -40° and +88 !with a peak at 32°-34 bin. 
Similar declination distribution of Mitsuishi EAS 
da~a &Fujita et al.,l993) showed a peak within. 
30 -40 . The right ascension { o< ) distribution is 
shown in figure 4. This distribution in right 
ascension has not been corrected for any effect 
arising out of occasional discontinuities· in 
running time. 

Reference 
Fujita K.et al, Proc.23rd ICRC.Calgary.1(1993)376 
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Abstract 

Accurately measured energy spectra and 
radial distributions of low a.nd high energy 
muons in Extensive Air Showers (EAS) are 
presented and compared with Monte Carlo 
calculations ass1..1i:ning specific hadronic 
interaction cbar~cteristics of primary 
protons with a~r ·1~uclei in1ghe primary 
energy range 2.2X10 - 4.8X10 eV. 

!-Introduction: 

Knowledge of radibl distribution together 
with energy· distribution of muons in EAS is of 
fundamental importance: as such data have explicit 
energy dependence and at"e expected to be sensitive 
to both the primary cosrnic ray composition and t.be 
characteristics of hadronic interaction with air 
nuclei. · · 

This paper c~ntains accttrately measured 
data on low and high: energy m1..10ns detected in 
association with EAS at sea level. By· direct .and 
accurate measurement pf muon energy over a wide 
range of energy and radial distance from tbe EAS 
axis, the present exPeriment provides a firmer base 
for comparing with the theoretical predictions for 
different primary compositions. 

II-Experiment and Methoa: 

The experimebtal set up corw.ists of an 
air shower array of 32' electron detectors and two 

')(,9 



magnet spectrographs for recording and . measuring 
muon momenta accurately in association with 
individual EAS incident on ·tbe array. The 
description of the array system and spectrographs 
was given by Basa.k et a.l. { 1). Low and high 
energy muo~s in tge range of 2. 5 - 200 GeV 'in EAS 
of sizy4 10 to 10 1ga.rticles {primary energy range 
2. 2X10 - 4. 8X10 · eV, determined by using the 
energy scaling factor· of N.Aliev et al. (2}and 
A.Tr~upek et al.(3)) were recorded by the two 
spe•:::trographs simultaneOl..tsly with the ·recQrding Qf 
the EAS events py th.e array. The EAS parameters 
sur::::h as shower size{Ne). age paramete{s), EAS axis 
location and the radial distance of each recorded 
muon were determined by the method of least 
squares. 

The recorded muoiJ deflection angle is 
converted to incident momentum of 111uon ( mornt:mt.um · 
resolution ·of spectrograph 17% to 38%.. for energy 
range 2. 5 - 200 GeV) by -the method described by 
Basak et al. { 1}. The density of muons of energies 
above ·a threshold value in EAS of measured 
parameters was determined as a function of muon 
radial distance from the shower core. 

III-Results: 

Some of the representative experimental 
data, with typical poissonian error on a few 
points only, in the. form c;>f muon lateral 
distribution for a fixed shower size at different 
th resbo ld energies (fig. 1 >. muon energy spectrum at 
a fixed rad{al distance for two different shower 
sizes (fig.~) arid the variation of muon density 
with average shower size with threshold muon energy 
of .2. f• GeV at two differ.ent radial distances from 
the shower core (fig.3) are shown. 

A_comparision of the measured electron 
lateral distribution (fig.4). muon . lateral 
distribution {threshold energy 2.5 GeV) (fig.5) and 
the ratio of m'lon and electron density . for 
different shower sizes (fig.6) with data 
calculated by Monte Carlo siu..tlation of Poirier et 
al. (4} utilising simulatiqn codes SHOWERSIM {model 
WOO} and EGS for proton primaries is also· given. 
The hadron-hadron interaction model WOO (details 
presented by Mikocki et al. {5) ) has scaling 
behaviour below 1 TeV but at bigher energies the 



scaling is mildly violated in the :fragmentation 
region and significantly violated in the cent·ral 
region. The hadron-air interaction cross section 
tmd the multiplicity of pions and kaons increase 
with energy but the inelasticity distribution ( 1/2 
for nucleons and 2/3 for mesons) and the transverse 
momentum distribution (325 MeV/c for pions ahd 371 
MeV/c for kaons} are independent-of energy, · 

Discussion: 

The present measurements of energy 
spectra and radial distributLons of muons do not 
provide any evidence for·heay~ primarie~" {in the 
primary energy range· 2. 2 XlO - 4. 8 XlO v eV·). The 
he.dronic interaction'characteristics assumed :i..n the 
above mentioned model are founa to be consistent 
with ' th5 meast\red'idata upto the fixed shower size 
of 10' particles. Using the same hadronic 
int.eraction characteristics the shape of the muon 
density distribution in primary iron initiated EAS 
is similar to that for proton initiated shower with 
the same primary energy but the magnitude of the 
distribution is higher for low energy muons in the 
vicinity of the EAS core {0 to ·100 meter). The 
present experiment does not find such feat,..\res in 
the observed muon data. The measured. electron 
la·t.eral distribution is in good agreement with the 
calculated distjribution· but the measureq muon 
lateral distribution is much broader than the 
calculated. The same :feature can be seen i·n the 
density ratio distribl~tion {fig. 6.) which also sho.ws 
that both the measured and calculated ratio exceeds 
unity beyond the di'stance of 'too.meter from the 
core. 
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Abstract 
An array of 32 detectors each uncharged particles,presumably 

of 24 being. a plastic scintillator- "i -ftY quanta, at energies above 
RCA photomultiplier assembly and 10 eV develop with extensive 
8 other being fast timing similar lateral spread, showers with 
assembly of plastic scintillator- . dift-erent characteristics. The 
philips fast photomultiplier, has number and other characteristics 
been built for measurements of of electrons and muons in an EAS 
relative time of flight delai and are dependent on the nature of 
density of particles and .i:Jl~.:f:,r, .. J'' .... the ... p~;f;ma.ry of any given energy. 
distribution in individual exten- Observations under isotropic as 
sive air shower (EAS) front over an well as anisotropic selection 
effective horizontal area of radius criteria on EAS at mountain 
40m. The system of detectors can be altitudes or sea level together 
used for distinguishing directional with an analysis of the charac-
EAS events from background charged teristics of electrons and muons 
cosmic ray EAS events of energy in in. individual EAS h~lp identify 
the range 100 TeV to 1000 TeV with the sources of VHEY-ray quanta. 
a zenith angular resolution of one The recent work on the search of 
degree. VHE cosmic 'i -ray sources includes 

A. Purpose of Extensive Air sextperi~~l,ntps ofth~amoeoreskti anl[d2] . 
Shower (EAS) detection amm L.:·.t, ro er a , 

Dingus et al \), 4] • 

A high energy primary cosmic 
ray particle through interaction 
and propagation transforms to_, at: a 
sufficiently large depth in the 
atmosphere, an extensive air 
shower of leptons (mainly _ 
electrons and muons), photons and 
hadrons. The charged particle com
ponents and their distributions 
in energy and in s~aee ~epend both 
on high- energy nuclear prod:uc_tion . 
mechanism and the nucle!;lrmass'of' 
the primary cosmic radiation. The . 
production'of such .var~~us kinds of 
particles provi<;ies us the on;I.y 
source of information to be 
gathered about particle1 interaction 
and comp~sition of ~iimary at an 
energy above 2 x 10 eV which 
is tho maximum in the range of 
present pp colliders. Highly 
isotropic prirrary cosmic ray 
nuclei and completely anisotropic 
very high energy (VHE') ·cosmic 

B.l. Multidetector System 

The NBU EAS array is- designed 
to measure lepton components of 
cosmic ray extensive air showers 
foi showgrs of sizes in the range 
10 - 10 charged particles in 
the ·atmosphere. It is a close 
packed array (fig. 1) (of spacing 
7rn) using an assembly of 24 
plastic scintillation detectors 

.-.each· of size 50 em x 50 em, two 
-shielded muon magnet spectro
graphs (spacing· 4m, maximum 
r~•;tectahle momentUm (mdm),.... 500 
GeV/c, each of area = 1m x lm, 
weight 16 ton and cut-off energy 
2.5 GeV), a neon flash tube (NFT) 
chamber (area 1m x 1m) as lew 
energy muon detector and a 
multiplate·cloud chamber area 
lrn x lm. The EAS array also 
includes eight fast timing 
plastic scint~llation detectors 



of similar size but based on 
Philips fast photomultipliers 
(PH 2020) for measurement of the 
arrival direction of EAs shower 

. front fromthe time delays of 
scintillator signals with an 

.accuracy of 1 ns. The electronics 
for the acquisition of electron 
density and relative time of 
flight delay data from.the two 
categories· of detectors have been 
designed and built up at this · 
Centre. The electronic." system (fig. 
2) includes selection eircuit,· 
amplifiers, sample-and-hold (fig. 
3) 1 analog mul tiplexerl analog
to-digital converter (fig. 4), 
digital multiplexer, demulti
plexer, timing e1ectronic sy'stem ·!: · 
(fig. 5) including a time-to-digit~ . 
al converter (TDC) circuit 
(except LeCroy Discriminator and 

TDC unit) and a master control unit 
which controls the selection under 
a set of selection c~iteria of 
EAS events. 
B.2. Operation of the Overall 

Syste~ 

The air shower array system 
operates under an EAS triggering 
pulse generated from the 3-fold 
coincidence of the scintillator 
detectors and the time~to-digital 
converter system operates under 
a triggering pulse generated from 
the four-fold coincidence of the 
fast timing scintillation detec
tors. In the present form of the 
electronic system, the' master , 
COntrcl unit (fig •. 2) .;,sendS I hold 
command • to the sample'.:..and-hold 
circuit (fig. 3) for holding the 
detector pulses containing the 
particle density information and 
also sends •veto signal' to the 
TDC unit that veto the, TDC 'clear• 

. and I start I pu:is'es. Th'is helps· kee'p 
the TDC information od the relative 
time-delay distributic'n of parti
cles in the EAS fron·t jfrom being 
destroyed in the absence of a 
'veto' from the master. control 
unit. The particle dedsity data 
and the time delay daba are then 
recorded on a IBM compatible 

,J 

computer for analysis of each 
selected event. 

.c. Conclusions 
The multidetector system is 

complete so far a·s the research 
to be carried out on.the search of 
directional VHE uncharged radia
tion, presumably '/-ray quanta, 
together with the observation of 
the.normal isotropic charged. 
cosmic ray particle EAS. The 
various parameters t,o. be mea
sured are EAS core coordinates, 
the EAS arriv.al direction and 
EAS size (primary particle 

• energy). The th~shold energy is 
100 TeV and the estimated uncer
tainties are 1 1m in EAS core 
location, one degree in the 
arrival direction and ten per 
cent in shower size estimation. 
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